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SOUP, SOAP AND SALVATION: A CALL TO MINISTER
By Dr. R. E. Hayes

see the salvation of God while we families in the poorer sections of
our Ajnerican cities were typical
It is said that the first stationery were yet here.
"God has not disappointed us. ventures of holiness churches dur
of the newly organized Church of
the Nazarene in Los Angeles was While we would be glad to do ing the last part of the 19th and the
captioned with the scripture verse, much more, yet hundreds of early part of the 20th centuries.
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto dollars have gone to the poor, with Soup and soap (both representing
the least of these by brethren, ye loving ministry of every kind, and humanitarian assistance) together
have done it unto me" (Matt. with it a way has been opened to with the proclamation of the
25:40). This verse symbolized the the hearts of men and women, that •Gospel of full salvation were in
principal aim of the new church, has been unutterable joy. The tegral parts of the churches'
founded by Drs. P. F. Bresee and J. gospel comes to a multitude outreach.
Yet, this balanced, holistic em
P. Widney: to preach scriptural without money and without price,
holiness to the poor. Dr. Bresee's and the poorest of the poor are en phasis on meeting the needs of
editorial written in October, 1898 titled to a front seat at the Church both the "bodies and souls" of peo
illustrates the quality of spirit of of the Nazarene, the only condition ple did not persist. A polarization
being that they come early enough occurred. Form er Herald o f
the early Nazarenes:
Holiness editor, Dr. W. T. Purkiser,
"We were convinced that house to get there."
The holiness movement had observed in the early 1970s, “There
of worship should be plain and
cheap, to save from financial bur been characterized since the days have been some marked changes
dens, and that everything should of the Wesleys by a unified con among u s . . .The early holiness
say welcome to the poor. We went cern for both the spiritual and tem people. . . knew nothing of the
feeling that food and clothing and poral needs of the people. Even as a separation between personal piety
shelter were the open doors to the university student before his con and social concern that has marked
hearts of the unsaved poor, and version, John Wesley was active in the evangelical church of the last
that through these doors we could visiting prisoners in the Oxford jail. half-century." Nazarenes were not
bear unto them the life of God. We The founding of hospitals, or unique in this shift of emphasis.
Evangelical churches in general,
went in poverty, to give ourselves, phanages, _ homes for unw ed
-a n d what God might give u s -d e  mothers; the reliability of those on with perhaps The Salvation Army
termined to forego provision for skid row; and the provision of being the major exception, follow
the future and old age in order to rescue mission church homes for ed the same trend. Several causes
have been cited. One was the
development of the so-called “social
gospel' with its view of sin being
more external and corporate rather
than person. The possiblity was en

CAMPUS CANDID

visioned of making the social order
"Christian'^ through education,
democratic procedures, and other
measures.
This led Evangelist Vance
Havner to identify such efforts as
providing soup and soap without
the essential salvation. The reac
tion of most evangelicals was to
strongly emphasize the proclama
tion of the Gospel and to allow
social groups to decline. Thus
this group in general -trended
toward a program of salvation
without soup and soap. Some
might also point out that the
government during this time
assumed more responsiblity for the
temporal needs of the poor, making
the churches’ efforts less necessary.
Reversal of the polarization trend
began to gradually occur during the
60s and 70s. Authors such as Carl
Henry, Sherwood Wirt, and Ver
non Grounds called the churches
back to a more biblically balanced
position, with emphasis on, renew
ed responsibility for social action.
A milestone event was the formula
tion of the social responsibility
agreement of the Lausanne Cove
nant during the International Con
gress on World Evangelism in
1974. This part of the covenent ex
pressed "penitence both for our

neglect and for sometimes having
regarded evangelism and social
concern as mutually exclusive"; it
-affirmed that both were part of our
Christian duty.
The February 12, 1975 issue of
the Herald o f Holiness announced
the formation of a fund to relieve
World hunger. This is now known
as the Nazarene Hunger and
Disaster Fund. During the summer
of 1984 a fulltime Coordinator of
Compassional Ministries was ap
pointed by the Division of World
Mission of the denomination. A na
tional Nazarene Compassionate.
Ministries Conference, with an
ticipated widely representative at
tendance from within the Church,
has been planned for November,
1985.
The spector of poverty confront
ing the Church of the Nazarene to
day should be at least as challeng
ing as it was to the founders. Over
the interval from 1984 to the year
2000, it has been projected that the
population ratio of those living in
“poor world” countries to those liv
ing in "wealthy world” countries
will increase from three-to-one'
to four-to-one.
The history of the denomina
tions emphasis on humanitarian in'
(Continued on page 3)

Ung: from Cambodia to ONC
¡Editor's Note: This is part one of a
special two-part series on ONC
freshman, Jim Ung.)

(Photo by J. Springer)

Ride ’em, cowboy!

II

Jim and his family. In fact, Jim ad
mits his life in Nakloun was pretty
good. Having acquired a sizeable
By Gary Clark
amount of gold during the Japanese
When most Olivet students think occupation of Cambodia and later
back to their childhood years, they setting up a profitable tobacco
probably remember a number of business, Jim ’s g randparents
events ranging from hunting for became wealthy. By the time Jim
Easter eggs to opening presents on was born, his grandfather had con
Christmas morning. But for Olivet structed a six-story home for the
freshman, Jim Ung, growing up entire Ung family. Thus, for Jim,
was a totally different experience. life during those first years was
Although he came from a relatively easy.
But suddenly all of that changed.
well-to-do Cambodian family,
much of his early life was marred One day when the village vendors
by an event that most of us only were busy selling their produce,
heard about on the news—the Viet and the village lepers were begging
for their lives, a bomb, fired from a
namese war.
Born into a family of eight Communist stronghold a mile off
children, Jim Ung’s first memories in the jungle, hit the market. "Arid
are of Nakloun, where he lived un suddenly 50 people were gone,"
til he was six. Situated along the said Jim.
Although the presence of war
Mekong river, Nakloun was a
typical Asian village surrounded by had been near Nakloun for some
-jungle and equipped with an out time, from that day on, the com
door market place. In this market, munist shelling hit the village non
Jim recalls vendors selling a variety stop for 24 hours. 'We didn't know
of vegetables and live animals such when we would die/ said Jim.
as dogs, cats, rats, chickens, and What was worse, not only did Jim
monkeys. Alongside these Cambo-, and his family have to fear the
dian supermarkets, there Were also communist shelling, but they also
many beggars and lepers, pleading had to fear the American air raids
for food and money, while their on their vilage. As a result, Jim and
fellow villagers completely ignored his family hid in the basement of
their home. After days of shelling,
them.
However, life wasn't too bad for they made their way out of

The impossible dream becomes possible through Jesus Christ.

Nakloun by foot and into the safest
area of the country, its capital,
Phnom Penh.
For the next few years, Jim and
his family lived in Phnom Penh,
and set up another tobacco
business. However, under the cor
rupt government of president Lon
Nol, life wasn't very pleasant. In
addition to being opressive, most
held Nol responsible for the war.
On the morning of April 17,
1975, y^hen the communists
entered the city of Phnom Penh,
most Cambodians were initially
pleased. But the joy was short
lived. Within a couple of hours, the
communists came over the nation's
air waves telling everyone to leave
the city. This government claimed
the action was taken for the
p e o p le s' . p ro te c tio n a g a in st
American air raids, but it didn't
take Jim and his family long to
learn that this new regime had little
concern for the Cambodian people.
Under the communists' rule, Jim
remembers how Phnom Pehn
became an instant nightmare. Peo
ple who had just undergone
surgery were hurled out of the
hospitals along with women in
labor, and even new-born babies.
In addition, the orphanages were
emptied, leaving scores of helpless
(Continued on page 3)
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“ Share

WKOC’s
By Dan Keeton

"Share the Joy with us here on
FM88-WKOC!" Chances are that if
you are even an occasional listener
to WKOC you heard that slogan at
least once during the annual Share
the Joy week,. March 25-30.
Share the Joy week is the one
time of the year that WKOC asks
its listeners to pledge their financial
support to the ministry of Christian
radio. This year’s response was fan
tastic! A total of $6800 was pledged
by over 240 people. That's three
times the amount pledged last year
and four times the number of
pledgers.
The week of fund-raising took a
lot of preparation by the WKOC ex
ecu tiv e staff. O rganizational
meetings have been held through
out the year and intense prepara
tion came during the two weeks
before the big week. During this
time community leaders were con
tacted and interviewed, strategies
were planned, special events were
planned, and the schedule was set.
Highlights of the week included
the FM88 Great Skate at the
Skating Place in Bradley, where
140 people turned out. Also,
remote broadcasts were set up in

local businesses and the Praisemen
Quartet performed live in the
WKOC studios. Then, on Friday
night the broadcast day never stop
ped as WKOC broadcast 24 hours
for the first time ever.
Just being around the studios
during Share the Joy week was ex
citing. A person could never tell
what would happen next. At one
point an unknown man from the
community personally dropped by
the studios and handed one of the
operators an envelope with five
$ 100 bills in it. The man refused to
give his name, preferring instead to
give his gift anonymously.
Olivet students got involved also.
Some collected pennies, quarters
and dollars in the dorms on Friday
night. Others called in pledges of
$5 that allowed them to have a
song dedicated to a special some
one during the Powerline.
The Olivet faculty also got in
volved during the week. At one
point, one member of the staff
challenged every staff member
who listened to get involved. The
response to that challenge was
great!
Now that the money has been
raised, it can be invested in the im

theJoy Wee

provement of Christian broad
casting at WKOC. Probably the
most important needs are an eightchannel board for the main control
room and a Revox reel-to-reel.

Also, some of the money will go to
keep WKOC on the air during the
summer months.
The staff of WKOC is really
praising the Lord for the way He is

providing support to the station.
We know that He will continue to
bless our station as we broadcast
the best message anyw here-the
Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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The WKOC FM88 executive staff.

ONC Bookstore changes textbook return policy in fall
Over the years the Olivet Cam
pus Bookstore has been very len
ient on their rules regarding the
return of textbooks for credit or re
fund. Basically any text could be
returned as long as a receipt show
ed proof of purchase and the book
was returned within 14 days of
receipt date in "saleable" condition.
It has been our experience in re
cent semesters that many students
make their purchases of needed
titles for their classes at the
bookstore and then shop to find a
cheaper copy from a fellow stu
dent. They will then bring back
their bookstore purchase for a re
fund or credit. This proves to be
double work for the bookstore at a
stressfully busy time of year. Often
it has resulted in the store ordering

additional stock of a particualar ti
tle only to find that once all returns
are back the reorder was actually
not n ec essary . T his m eans
overstock and added expense.
This fall new rulings will be in ef
fect to curb this abuse of returns
for refund or credit. Students ate
encouraged to shop for the texts
needed from other students, or
whatever arrangements may be
best for them FIRST, rather than
making the bookstore a convenient
exchange service. The new returns
policy to be in effect for fall is
printed here for all to review and
be aware of before their arrival
next term.
Textbooks being returned for re
fund or credit will be subject to the
following regulations:

All returns must be in saleable
condition (no names, marking,
highlighting, or bent comers).
Absolutely NO RETURNS will
be accepted without proof of pur
chase (sales receipt or charge slip).
Reasons for return and documen
tation needed:
1. Purchased in error / SDS sheet
and Student ID Card.
2. Change of schedule / Complet
ed drop slip and Student ID Card.
3. Professor says I don't need
book / Written statement from prof
accordingly.
4. Lost, repurchased and then
found / Sales slips for proof o f double
purchase.
Returns covered by the above
will be figured according to the
following schedule: New texts/re

turned within 14 days of beginning
of term, 100% of retail; returned
between 14 and 21- days of beginn
ing of term, 75% of retail; NO
RETURNS accepted after 21 days.
NON-RETURNABLE: syllabi;
departmental {jackets or materials;
shrink-wrapped texts unless defec
tive; books purchased during the
last two weeks of class and the final
exam period.

Non-sufficient reason for return:
1. Someone gave me theirs.
2. I'm going to share one.
3. I found one cheaper else
where.
NOTE: We encourage you to
purchase or arrange whatever best
suits your need before making your
Bookstore purchase.
Any circumstance not covered
will be considered by the manager.

Klein joins ONC nursing faculty
Miss Rebecca Klein joined the
Nursing Division's faculty this
semester as a Clinical Instructor.
Her duties include lecturing and
supervising clinical experiences.
A Kankakee native, Klein gradu
ated from Eastridge High School in

1973, received an associate degree
from Chicago's North Park College,
and earned a B.S.N. from Rush
University. She is currently near
completion of an M.A. at Northern
Illinois University. She has worked
as a nurse at the University of Iowa

Four students undertake Departmental Honors Projects
By Lori Frazer

Maintaining a full class load &
plenty for most students. However,
four students have also devoted ex
tensive time to outside projects.
Seniors Jan Barr, Susan Grizzle,
Dave R einhart, an d T eresa
Woodruff are completing Depart
mental Honors Projects which
relate to their area of study.
The purpose of Departmental
Honors Projects includes gaining
experience related to one's career
goals that could not be attained in a
classroom structure. Each student
receives 'four hours credit if his
work is of high quality. If they pass
a comprehensive examination in
their major fields with special em
phasis on their honors project, they
will graduate with departmental
honors and receive recognition at
the 1985 graduation ceremonies.
Supervised by Professor Linda
Shelton, Jan Barr, a dietetic (home
economics) major, began her pro
ject in January when she started
her dietetic field experience at St.
Mary's Hospital.
She is proposing an in-depth
study of nutrition and exercise
physiology. This includes com
pleting a paper reviewing relevant
literature and researching: (1) posi
tions for dietitians in exercise
physiology centers, (2) principles/
protocol used in counseling clients
(types of dietary counseling), and
(3) observation of various exercise
physiology clinics.
In addition, for a week during
March she conducted promo
tional activities at Olivet for Na
tional Nutrition Month. Displays,

flyers, WKOC announcements,
and posters will help her promote
fitness on campus.
Jan is interested in this not only
because it's a new field, but also
because dietetics is concentrating
more and more in the integration of
nutrition and exercise.
After graduation, she plans on
doing an internship in dietetics that
will prepare her for an entry-level
position. Her main interest lies in
sports medicine programs.
Under the direction of Dr.
William Bell and Dr. Carolyn
Sechrist of the Psychology Depart
ment, Susan. Grizzle is investigating
the need and feasiblity of a re-entry
program at Olivet. She is conduc
ting interviews of current, suc
cessful, and older students to deter
m ine motivation, strengths, and
types of problems faced in ad
justing to the demands of college,
jobs, and family.
Along with this, she will be inter
viewing older students who have
en tered during the 1984-85
academic year to determine their
problems and needs. Her research
also includes initiating a pilot study
(one never done before here) con
sisting of a support group to meet at
least monthly in which the ex
perienced, older student can assist
and encourage the beginning, older
student. Then, this will allow her
to formulate and present a program
that could be instituted in Olivet's
future.
Since January, when she began
the project, her 40-member support
group has been meeting once or
twice a month. Special programs

for the group have included a
library tour and lectures by Pro
fessor Frank Garton and Dr. Willis
Snowbarger. Family night, planned
for March 29, was open to spouses
and children. The group attended
the planetarium show and Orphe
us Concert and ate lunch in the
Nash Banquet Room. Their April
12 meeting gave them valuable in
formation on time management.
Susan has been giving them in
formation about various school
programs, available opportunities,
and scholarships. Similarly, she
gathers information on problems
they have and directs them to
places where these can be solved.
Her main goal js encouraging them
to complete their program of study
here.
Dave Reinhart is competing a
project under the direction of Dr.
Stephen Pusey, chairman of the
H isto ry D e p a rtm e n t. Last
Septem ber, D a v e . began his
research comparing the methods
and goals of Martin Luther King, Jr.
and M. K. Ghandi.
Specifically, he is focusing on
their common and diversified
goals. He found their most obvious
similarity to be their use of non
violent resistance to achieve
political ends, such as boycotts,
marches, petitions, court cases, and
public awareness.
The 70-page .paper will be an-indepth comparison and contrast of
these two leaders. Throughout his
research, he has found that their
main similarity is accompanied by
their differences in many areas.

Whereas the Hindu, Ghandi, view
ed his lifetime goal as becoming
one with God, the Baptist, King,
strove to serve God. Likewise,
Ghandi referred to non-violent
resistance as his religion, and King
saw it as a by-product of his
religion. Both used the law to
achieve their ends; however, King
was for lawful civil rights of black
people and Ghandi was a propo
nent of independence for the In
dian nation.
During his extensive study, Dave
has found that both believed that
non-violent means will be the only
way to resolve disputes among na
tions in the future. If the teaching
and theory of non-violence can be
expanded, then wars won't be
necessary. Wars are believed by
'political scientists" to be the most
intense form of dispute.
However, Ghandi and King con
tended that non-violent non
cooperation requires more intensi
ty, resolution, and soul-force to
reach peace. Both contended that
non-violent resistance has much
more power than guns or missiles.
Dave recommends that anyone
who is desiring to reach more
depth in their major should com
plete a Departmental Honors Pro
ject. It has been a great challenge
for him and a significant accom
plishment enabling him to learn a
great deal about tw o great
historical figures.
Finally, Teresa Woodruff is con
ducting two projects. Her first one
in chemistry is being directed by
Dr. Steve Taylor.

She began her research this past
summer at Cal-Tech in Pasadena,
Calif. The title of her first project is
"Tetanus Toxin," and she is examin
ing delineation of the toxoiding
process through (N.M.R.) nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Consequently, she has taken
several model proteins and treated
them with 13C labeled formalde
hyde which crosslinks the protein:
She is researching how tetanus tox
in goes from a poisonous form to a
toxoid. By treating the model pro
teins thesam e way as the toxin and
using N.M.R., she can see the
crosslink peaks or how the for
maldehyde links to the protein.
This sytem will then be applied to
the tetanus toxin.
She has conduted her N.M.R.
work at Purdue University with
the basic program studies being
completed here. When her first
project is completed, she hopes to
publish her results.
Dr. Rick Colling from Biology is
directing her second project. This
entails examining the reactions of
protein A with anti-sheep red blood
cells. She will be taking purified
IGG molecules from a rabbit im
munized with sheep-red blood
cells. Then, she will take protein A,
combine the antibody to it, and
observe if there is an enhanced
reactivity of the antibody for its an
tigen.
On April 20, both projects will be
presented to the Associated Col
leges of the Chicago Area at their
spring symposium at North Central
College in Naperville.
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Soup, soap and salvation
volvement is instructive in several
ways. Both of the early leaders
were prominent citizens. Bresee
had been a Methodist presiding
elder, and Widney was a medical
doctor and leading educator. Yet,
they were willing to work directly
with the poor. In addition, accor
ding to Dr. Bresee's account, they
impoverished themselves in the
process of helping the needy. The
question of level of affluence in
lifestyle is something many of us

must grapple with in consideration
of current global poverty. Self
justification comes easily. On the
other hand, blanket lifestyle
precriptions are not appropriate.
We have different life missions
and different requirements to ac
complish those individual mis
sions. If only the Lord would assign
us to' tell others how to adjust their
lifestyles instead of quietly listen
ing to Him advise us how to alter
our own! A third lesson to be leam-

From Cambodia to ONC
children to fend for themselves in
the streets. Even the educated of
Cam bodia, such as doctors,
lawyers and teachers, were shot on
the spot. "It was the worst scene
I've seen in my life," said Jim.
Millions of people were being herd
ed out of their homes and out of a
major city. "It was a city full of peo
ple without a destiny.’ Those who
couldn't walk out of the city were
left there to die.
Jim and his family hid in their
basement for three days after the
communist take-over, refusing to
give up what was theirs. Unfor
tunately, two armed soldiers broke
into their home on the third morn
ing, while the family was eating
breakfast, and forced everyone but
their hidden grandparents to leave.
Luckily, Jim's father had the fore
sight to take a large bag of tobacco
with him for bartering purposes.
Many of the wealthy people of
Phnom Penh ended up starving
because they left their homes car
rying only their valuable posses
sions with them.
That night, Jim, his family, and
thousands of other people were
forced to walk out of Phnom Penh
into the jungle with their posses
sions strapped to their backs. As a
result, many of the weaker and
sick people either died on the way
or were left to die on some jungle
trail. When they finally were
allowed to rest at a river, the
nightmare' had only begun. The
river had been mined, and many •
people were killed when they went
to bathe in it. For days, Jim and his
family were forced to drink and
bathe in a river filled with corpses.
Before long, the walking resinn
ed as the group moved further into
the northern interior of Cambodia.
Occasionally, the group would get
a rest. . . in villages without any
sanitary system and full of decom
posed bodies and skulls.
The Ung family's path then
changed. Someone in the group
heard that Jim's grandparents had
been discovered in the family
home in Phnom Penh. They also
learned that the grandmother had
to carry the grandfather out of the
city due to his failing health, and
they were moving in the opposite
direction from the rest of the fami
lyThe family knew it had to return
to Southern Cambodia. In no time,
Jim's father traded much of his
tobacco supply for rice, which he
then traded for gold. He gave some
of this gold to a Cambodian soldier
who in turn took them to Southern
Cambodia to meet with the grand
parents.
Once re-united, the family decid
ed they had to get out of Cambodia.
With the gold they had left, the
Ung family once again paid off a
communist soldier who led them to
the Vietnamese border and out of
their country.
Once inside Vietnam, the family
felt relieved. Although it was a
communist nation, Vietnam was
not as fanatical about imposing
political ideology on its people. Its
cities were not emptied. People
were allowed to keep their homes.
The populus was gradually in
structed in the "wisdom” of com
munism, and only those who were
seen as being a threat to the regime
were sent to concentration camps.

ASG COLUMN

(Continued from page 1)
ed from this brief historical sketch
is that soup, soap and salvation
belong together.
At the same time the Nazarene
pioneers were helping the poor,
they were vigorously proclaiming
the Gospel of full salvation, pray
ing the glory down, with the result
that many were brought into the
Kingdom of God and many were
sanctified wholly. Such balance is
vital if the Church is to most effec
tively fulfill its mission.

(Continued from page 1)

While life was better in Vietnam,
it was by no means a utopia. “We
didn't know what would happen,”
said Jim. One night, for example,
the Vietnamese soldiers came to
the Ung home demanding that Jim
act as a policeman of sorts to ask
people for their identification
papers. Soon, Jim knew he would
also be called upon to serve in the
Vietnamese army in its ongoing
w ar on the Thai/Cambodian
border. "When I was living in Viet
nam, I knew I had no future. We
were all in the communists' hands,”
said Jim.

■

Jim Ung

he would be re-united with many
au n ts, u n cles and cousins.
However, when he got to his aunt's
home, he found that 17 of his
relatives had been killed along with
3 million other Cambodians. Not
long after Jim had left Cambodia
the first time, his great uncle, his
family, and millions of others had
been forced to work as slaves on
farms as punishment for what the
communists saw as their allegiance
to the former government. On
these farms, the people not only
worked under inhumane condi
tions, but were also given next to
nothing to eat. Jim's great uncle
gave his rations to his children,
which gave the children the nour
ishment they needed, but starved
the uncle to death. Soon after his
death, Jim's great aunt also starved
in an attempt to feed her children.
To combat this situation, some of
Jim's relatives picked vegetables
from the farm and put them in
their pockets while on one was
supposedly looking. Unfortunate
ly, someone saw them taking the
vegetables and as a result, they
were beaten to death. The last
member of his great uncle's family
was then taken into the jungle with
thousands of other to have her
head bashed in for keeping gold
without informing the govern
ment. Her body, with all the
others, was thrown into an open pit
and left to rot and feed the wild
animals.
Although the gruesome govern
m ent responsible for these
atrocities was driven into a remote
area of northwestern Cambodia by
the Vietnamese, Jim knew he still
had to escape the communist hor
ror. Soon after arriving at his
aunt's, Jim and 10 other people
paid a man from a Thai refugee
camp to guide them through Cam
bodia and into freedom.
(To be continued in the May 2, 1985
issue of The Glimmerglass)

Growing up
Look at this. What do you see? An ASG Column, right? Columns
like this one have been in every issue of The Glimmerglass this year.
You probably have an opinion about ASG Columns. You might like
or dislike them.because of previous columns, you've read. Maybe
this is the first time you've even read one! If it is, don't base future
opinion by this one: I'm abnormal.
I'm a senior. “So what?” you say. I mention this because seniors
are different. They have a peculiar disease called senioritis. They
supposedly are the wisest of the classes, but are seldom motivated
to share their experiences. Let me share mine, though, right now.
I've learned a lot at Olivet. There is much for me to be thankful.
I've "grown up;” occasionally I still do silly things like swallow
whole glasses of milk or steal a kiss from Lisa, but I always consider
the consequences of my actions before I do them. This is the mean
ing of growing up. IVe learned how a responsible Christian should
live; constantly striving to grow in love and kindness and doing my
best to keep my foolish emotional outbursts to a minimum.
I've learned self-confidence at Olivet; I'm much less inhibited to
tackle a job or speak my mind. I'm more humble; I realize my own
insignificance in comparison to the rest of the world. I'm in much
better contact with myself, although I sometimes wish I wasn't.
I am indebted to Jesus for showing mercy and teaching me love. I
look forward to God's work and pray that I do not back away from
; it. I have learned it's not whether one fails or succeeds that's always
important. Inward truth is the final objective for the Christian. I
owe a lot to Olivet and am thankful to serve on its student govern
ment.
You may be saying, "Spare me this personal dribble, tell me what
my government is doing. This is an ASG Column!" Well, I just did.
Student government is not just projects and committees; it is that,
but mostly it is people. It is made up of students no different than
yourself. They are young and inexperienced.
Sometimes I feel that student government is like the blind leading
the blind. Through service on student government, its members
gradually gain insight. It may be that I know my way around better
and don't bump into things as much, but the fact remains that a
large part of ASG is the building of character in its members. This is
sometimes overlooked because it is not an effective campaign
slogan (Vote for me; my character needs it!). The truth is that ASG
has benefitted me more than I could ever benefit it. I am grateful.
Sincerely,
D. L. Reinhart
.
Senior Representative

Student special

Trailways Lines offers discount

DALLAS, TX-Trailway Lines, Inc. $42 each when students buy a
recently announced that no round round trip ticket. We want to offer
trip fares will exceed $98 for per students a viable alternative to us
At this time, Jim also became
sons presenting a college identifi ing their own cars for spring break
close friends with a Vietnamese
cation card at the time of purchase. trips and for travel to and from
Christian named Kiet, who had
And students who are traveling their homes,” Buschner said.
been a social outcast due to his ties
from, and returning to Alabama,
with the American embassy. Being
According to Buschner the $84
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Loui
raised a Buddhist, Jim never con
siana, Mississippi, North Carolina, round trip fare being offered from
sidered going to a Christian church.
South Carolina, Tennesse, Virginia, •11 southern tier states is in effect
Besides, as Jim continued, “I wasn't
or West Virginia will pay no more •through June 15, 1985 for both sale
interested in religion at all. I had^
than $84 for their round trip tickets and”transportation. The $98 round
money and a family. Why should I
trip fare being offered from all
on Trailways.
need religion?” However, according
In making the announcement other Trailways origin points is
to him, when Kiet would ask him
Robert Buschner, vice president of good for sale through either April
to come to his church, “no" wasn't
marketing for Trailways stated, 15, 1985 or April 30, 1985 on
an acceptable answer. One Satur
“The new Trailways college dis transportation through either April
day afternoon, Jim gave in and
count program is designed to at 30, 1985 or May 15, 1985, depen
went to the church with Kiet. Im
tract students to us during the ding on the state. Students are urg
mediately, Jim was impressed by It's a fa ct. p «
spring semester when a good por ed to contact their local Trailways
the people in the church. "The joy In 1788, there was a state called tion of student travel takes place. terminal or agent for specifics on
in their faces was bright. They had Franklin in the USA. Today, it is The fares are only $49 one way or the new fares.
confidence, not the long, worried called Tennessee.
faces of most people in Vietnam,”
Jim said. This puzzled him, for he
knew many of these people had
neither a family nor any money.
What's more, they seemed genu
inely concerned for him. 1 asked
myself, 'How could this be? They
didn't even know me,” said Jim.
Due to that visit, Jim began ques
tioning his way of life and his Bud O n c e a w eek, every
SP®**.«.*'
ill
J
dhist beliefs. This, coupled with his
week, she spends a few
H< :• I
IIIIIL ;
desire not to serve in the Viet
m
i
IPIIIM
h
àWm.
namese army and his desire to con hours visiting people
Eilig
ÜÜ
tinue his education, brought him to
w ho don’t get a lot o f
an important decision-he was gpvisitors.
ing to leave Vietnam.
m
Säg«
From the time he mentioned his
S o m e tim e s sh e
plan to leave the country, his fami
brings flowers.
ly did everything to dissuade him.
They insisted he would either be
Som etim es a gift.
killed or captured and imprisoned.
B u t m o s t o f th e
But their pleas were in vain. Jim
Your hand. Your tim e, im p o rtan t. T h a t you
had to make up his mind. And one tim e, she brings w hat
morning, he left for the Cambodian
they ap p reciate most. Y our t a l e n t s . Y our do give is.
border.
money.
Since farmers regularly go back
Herself.
and forth from Vietnam to Cam
Because in th e end,
üaBa
S o m a n y p e o p le
bodia, Jim disguised himself as a
today ca n use a han d . w hat you give isn’t so
farmer and boarded a small boat
headed down the Mekong River to
Southern Cambodia where his aunt
m T M FAT# I A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council.
lived.
ifjgjjgNT
©1984 The Advertising Council, Inc.
Once in Cambodia, Jim thought

Once a week, Maria gets together
w ith some of her oldest friends.
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EDITOR’S CORNERS

Now’s your chance
Throughout this school year, The Glimmerglass has attempted to
heighten student awareness and involvement in the major issues on
campus and in the world. This has been done through the View
point Columns, the All School Letter Writing Campaign, and
various articles that encourage a deeper probing and potentially
create a challenge toward involvement.
I hope that each one of you has taken the initiative to act on som e.
of the items that have appeared in previous issues. This could have
been done in a number of ways: writing your congressmen; writing
a corporation concerning their advertising policies; studying an
issue such as abortion or the problem with rampant pornography in
greater depth; or broadening your knowledge by asking questions of
your professors and peers concerning any of the topics presented.
If you have yet to take any of the types of actions mentioned
above, I still encourage you to do so. You may be saying, though,
that you really don't have the time and would rather try something '
that is quick and will show immediate results. Well, the chances of
finding such an activity are slim, but there is good news for vou.
This good news comes in the form of ASG's program to help fund an
orphan project in Guatemala.
The project, “They Deserve A Break Today," is set up through the
Church of the Nazarene. As a student body, we will be raising
money to provide funds that help cover the costs it takes to run an
orphanage set up in Guatemala. This orphanage is currently hous
ing 50 children who have lost both of their parents.
If this project is going to be a success, each.student and faculty
member will have to get involved. This participation could come
through the buying or selling of McBucks; donating items to the
Social Committee Garage Sale, attending the faculty Variety Show,
or even making a cash contribution.
No matter what form of action you'd like to take, the time to take
it is NOW! The orphaned children can't wait for you to think about
sending aid—they need it now. There are hundreds of other
Guatemalan children who have seen their families killed and
homes shattered that still need help. If not helped, these children
will probably die of starvation or exposure.
I know I've said it a lot this year, but PLEASE GET INVOLVED!
We have an excellent opportunity to not only materially help those
in need, but also to minister to them spiritually as well.
Deuteronomy 15:7 state#*that if there are poor among us that we
are not to harden our hearts nor shut our hands from them. Take ac
tio n -th e opportunity will never be as easy or worthwhile.
Chris Peal
Editor
The Glimmerglass

Voters down homos
HOUSTON - Houston voters
voted 82% against a bill passed by
the Houston City Council last June
that favored homosexuals. Active
opponents collected over 60,000
signatures on a petition calling for a
referendum —twice the number

needed.
Anti-homosexual groups, in
cluding pastors representing more
than 250 local churches, went all
out to inform and educate the
public to the dangers involved if
the bill was not defeated.

Vatican takes stand
ROME - Sex changes and mar
riages involving "transexuals"
violate basic ethics and are morally
unacceptable, according to a
Roman Catholic theologian close to
Pope John Paul II.
Speaking at a Vatican-sponsored
conference on "Transexualism:
biological, psychological, ethical
aspects," Rev. Carlo Caffara said
the church opposes all forms of

sterilization, including sex changes.
The only acceptable treatment for
persons wanting to change sex is
psychological treatment that helps
them accept their sex as it is,
Father Caffara said.
He said those who have sex
changes "live in a state of psychic
abnormality," and that the church
does not recognize marriage invol
ving them.

ONC VOICES
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Pacifism and activism aren’t opposites
To the editor:
Let me begin by saying that I
thoroughly enjoy the Viewpoint
section of The Glimmerglass.
However, I must take issue with
your latest effort to present a ra
tional argument on a controversial
subject. If one asks an irrational
question, one will usually get a
confusing or irrational answer.
This principle is exemplified in the
latest issue in which the question is
asked, "What should o u r...P a c i
fism or Activism?" The implied
assumption in this question is that
pacifism and activism are opposites
when in fact they are not.
Whomever it was that for
mulated the questions must have
confused the word pacifism, which
is derived from the Latin word
pacifico, with the Word passivity,
which is derived from the Latin
word passivus. The Webster's
definition of the word pacifism is,
"The principles or policy of peace
as opposed to militarism." An ap
propriate opposite to a pacifist'
would be a militarist o r ,a war
monger, not an activist. Mr. Bassett
points this out in his column, but
the confusion seems to have
escaped Mr. Seed's notice.
One can be both a pacifist and an
activist. Some of the most famous
pacifists have been activists. People
such as A. J. Muste, Ghandi, Albert
Einstein, and Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr. have been very active in ,
their belief in pacifism. Some con
fusion could arise from the fact that
Ghandi advocated what he called

passive resistance to combat the in
justices and supression of India's
civil rights. However, the passive
resistance stance involved a great
deal of affirmative, concrete, albeit
nonviolent action.
Now for some content criticism.
Mr. Seeds seems to be guilty of
faulty logic as well as poor biblical
exegesis. In his second paragraph
he rightly points.out that Christ
adopted a pacifistic stance at
Calvary to redeem mankind and
" .. . to avoid violence." Then in the
next paragraph, Mr. Seeds con
structs a logical syllogism that goes
like this:
If one chooses not to do
something because it goes against
what one believes in, and;
If this action would go against
one's very character and nature;
Then that person has his own self
interest in mind.
Mr. Seeds claims this conclusion
to be obvious. But it must not be
too obvious because he failed to
notice that Christ fulfilled each of
the premises, and he says in
paragraph two that Christ acted
from altruistic motives. Either
paragraph two is correct, or
paragraph three is correct, or both
are incorrect, but both cannot
logically be correct.
If we are going to quote halfverses from Christ’s sayings, then
don't forget such jewels as,
".. . neglect justice and the love of
God,” or how about, 'eat and drink
and get drunk." WE can make the
scriptures say anything we want

them to. However, if we are to
develop any consistent beliefs that
are grounded in the Word of God,
we need to approach the scriptures
with an open heart and mind to
find out what God has to say to us.
It does not behoove us to take
our preconceived ideas and at
tempt to patch them up with
misappropriated scripture. This
can only lead to a shallow under
standing of the riches of the life in
the Kingdom, and we stand in
danger of ending up like the
Pharisees, who knew the words,
but whose hearts were "full of ex
torsion and wickedness."
I believe a great deal more of our
time could be constructively spent
thinking about whether we are liv
ing a "civil religion" and whether
our ideas concerning violence and
our responses to it are based upon
the teachings of Christ.
I would like to thank The Glim
merglass for introducing this topic,
although there is much more that
can, and much more that needs to
be said upon this topic. These
things should be wrestled with by
every student, faculty and staff
member upon this campus if we
are going to send some leaders or
shapers of society into the world. It
is time Christians started doing
some creative thinking in order to
bring some.peace and a semblance
of sanity to a world lost in sin and
upon the bring of self-destruction.
Romans 12:1,2.
Rick Shelton

/ Is home video-viewing on VCRs justifiable?
m
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IHRIS WOODEN
Jngdom City, Missouri
unior

CAROL JOHNSON
Oak Forest, Illinois
Freshman

DARYL K. HASHIMOTO
Tokyo, Japan
Sophomore

BETH MOORE
Lancaster, Ohio
Junior

JAMES T. DAWSON
Galesburg, Illinois
Sophomore

I believe that if it's against your
ersonal belief to see movies at a
neater, then it should be against
our beliefs to watch the same
novies at home. You are supportng the same companies and the
ame cause. Even if it is seemingly
, nice clean movie, by purchasing
1 you are giving your money to a
ompany that may not put out the
ame product next time.

VCRs support the movie corpora
tions just as much as the theaters
do. You see the same uncut ver
sions; the only difference is that it's
in the privacy of your own home.
Also, if VCRs are in your home,
your children will be subjected to a
lot of unnecessary sex and
violence. If you are going to buy a
VCR, you might as well save a little
money and go to the theater.

I think we can watch movies at
home because we can't go to the
theater. If you have a VCR at
home, you can pick up a good
movie and have a fun time. We
shöuld not watch bad movies: I
think we should just watch good
movies.

If one purchases a VCR to watch
movies at home, why not just go to
the theater to watch ,a show in the
first place? To me, this contradicts
the rules in the Nazarene Manual.
If you believe the statement in the
Manual why purchase a VCR?
However, if you do not agree with
the Manual's statement, then I see
no reason not to purchase a VCR. I

Sure it's alright! Of course there
are problems that can arise in the
decision-making of what movies
that a person watches, but choices
like that are going to occur in
anything you do. Watching movies
can be fun and enjoyable as long as
you are discriminatory so you
won’t feel guilty later.

believe you need to be consistent!

m
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VIEWPOINT
Worship God, not pleasure

Discernm ent is the key

By Tom Phillips

By Dave Carlson

As I pause to reflect upon the issue of video cassette recorders I
find it necessary to determine who would be against owning one. I
suppose that such people exist. After all, some people scribble
smiley faces on their folders and consider it art. Or worse'yet, they
set the folder out for everyone to see and imagine in some way that
it will brighten up someone's day.
But back to the issue at hand. I can only wonder at the reasons
they have for not owning a VCR. In any case, I shall take the liberty
of setting forth several reasons as to why you should own and
operate a VCR.
I have owned three VCRs and it's not because I’ve got money to
blow, but because I used to work for a living and I chose to buy one.
I do not recommend that college students spend money on this kind
of entertainment (unless you're rich) but if you must get one, make
sure that you get one wifi» a wireless remote control. I would also
recommend that the TV be remote control. This is necessary
because most people are lazy. You see, when it comes to watching
movies you must use discernment. I tell my friends that if they
want to bring some ihovies over to watch, they must be decent
movies.
You say, “Dave, how do I know if a movie is decent?* Well, you
start by eliminating “R* rated movies. Then you read the synopsis on
the back of the cover. Then ask yourself these questions: What is
the intent of this movie? Is it an accurate portrayal of some aspect of
the human condition? If it passes these tests, then it's probably safe
to watch. Hint: If you're not sure, then ask the Holy Spirit to help
you—that's His job.

VCRs:
Are we
merely
bringing
the
theater
home?

This is where the remote control comes in. Occasionally there are
scenes and dialogue that you did not know about and you can easily
censor them by fast-forwarding or by muting the sound.
You would be surprised at some of the complaints I've had from
this practice. Then again, you probably wouldn't. If you do not want
to engage in this process of active discernment then don't buy a
VCR. You will also have to eliminate TV, radio, and stopping at
truck stop restrooms.
Qf course there are many other uses such as taping the few good
things on television to watch when it's convenient.,Lately, I've en
joyed taking old black and white movies and overdubbing my own
dialogue. This can provide hours of entertainment and laughs.
Finally, there are those that probably say this is a frivolous ex-.
pense. Well, so are colored socks, matching clothes, second help
ings at SAGA, bronze plaques, and carpeting.

Christians have *.. .the obligation to witness against social evils
by appropriate forms of influence and by the refusal to patronize
and thereby lend influence to the industries which are known to be
the purveyors of this kind of entertainment. This would include the
avoidance of the motion picture theater (cinema). We should also
avoid such other commercial ventures including television pro
grams which feature the violent, the sensual, and the pornographic
and thus undermine God's standard of holiness of heart and life.*
That's right, that's the manual, page 49. This statement makes clear
what Olivet's stand on video-players on campus should be.
X-rated movies have no plot and all sensuality. R-rated movies
have some plot and enough sensuality that they are restricted to
adults by a non-Christian world..PG movies win the most awards,
but contain enough violence, sensuality, pornography, or profanity
to offend Christ who hates sin. I doubt than anyone would invite
Christ to their room to watch a PG movie knowing that He may be
subject to hearing His Father's name in vain or that He may be ac
cused of being a “peeping Tom* because He was sitting in your room
watching scenes which border on levyd. I could not ask Christ to
join me in watching most G-rated movies because I am sure He
would find the sound-track offensive.
The gospel according to Dr. George Lyons says, “Two shall be at
the mill grinding, one taken, the other left. Two shall be in the bed,
one taken, the other left. Two shall be in the th eate r.. .both left.*
An exegetical translation would also include two watching a rated
video-tape.. . both left.
Although Olivet's administration has made its stand on the movie
industry vague, the Bible has not. We can watch only programs
which are pure, lovely, just, and of good report. (Phil. 4:8) which do
not quench God's Spirit (1 Thess. 5:19), which prove we abhor evil
and love good (Rom. 12:19), which show we have no pleasure in
wrongdoing (Rom. 1:32, 2 Thess. 2:12), and which helps our light to
shine before men (Matt. 5:16).
There are obviously very few video-tapes which comply to these
Biblical standards but if any do exist, I could not condemn ONC
students for gathering and watching a G-rated movie in their room.
It does seem somewhat hard for me to imagine 40 guys gathered in
a Chapman room watching T h e Fox and the Hound."
Since we worship God not pleasure, would it not be much easier
to refuse to patronize the industry? I find it difficult to take a firmer
stand at this school because the administration had condoned a rockn-roll song “Eye of the Tiger* by a thoroughly unchristian group
called Survivor, from a PG movie, “Rocky III." Oh well, Christ is
love, v

“Murph the Surf”: from killer to model prisoner
Orlando, Fla. — In 1964 Jack ido. His release came because dur
“Murph the Surf* Murphy attracted ing his time behind bars he became
international attention by stealing a new man in Christ. The former
the golf-ball-sized Star of India sap Florida surfing champion had
phire from a New York City received letters and tracts from so^
m useum . After spending 21 many Christians that he had
months in jail for that theft, he was become keenly interested in the
sent to Florida to face a life Christian faith.
T h e accumulated weight of
sentence for first-degree murder in
the 1967 deaths of two California evidence from all this mail opened
my eyes to God's love,’ says Mur
secretaries.
But on December 20, 1984, Mur phy. "I couldn't believe that all
phy was transferred from his these people would say the same
Florida prison to The Bridge, a thing. It was confusing that so
Christian halfway house in Orlan- many would write.
( 4 / 4 “1
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“I decided that I m ust take a good
look at what they were trying to
tell me." As a result he committed
his life to Jesus Christ in 1971.
When Murphy left the Zephyrhills, Fla. facility, lie gave thumbsup sign to fellow prisoners who had
held a prayer meeting with him
earlier, and who sang “Amazing
Grace' as he walked out of the
gates.
Some reporters questioned his
change from killer to model
prisoner. Murphy declared, 'All I
can say is you're going to have to

watch me. These (prison) people
have been watching me for 17
years and they believe in me.”
Murphy will serve in a workrelease program for at least six
months. He then will be eligible for
parole, or may remain in the pro
gram for a total of two years. “I’ve
known him a long time and he has
changed,* comments Frank Con
stantino, director of The Bridge.
Murphy, 47, encourages Chris
tians to write to people in prison.
“People ask me, W hat can I do? I
feel so helpless.’ I tell them to

write. Send anything from a brief
note to a ten-page letter with a
tract. Tell them that God loves
them.’
It's a fa c t. . .

The- fingernails on the hand you
favor grow faster than on the hand
you don't.
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A lot of hard work is required before you’re accepted as an Air
Force nurse. You must complete nursing school and boards and
qualify. Then your future as an Air Force officer and nurse begins
with presentation of the insignia of your new rank. It’s a bright and
fulfilling future. You’ll work with the Air Force health care team
and be responsible for direct patient care.
If you qualify and wish to compete, you may specialize in a number
of areas. If you want to pursue higher educational goals, the Air
Force offers many opportunities.
Air Force nursing. Unlimited opportunity and excellent health
care. An Air Force nurse recruiter has details.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF UFE.

Liven up your
wardrobe!!

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRÍTE OR CALL:
TSgt. Thomas W. Renardo
10735 S. Cicero Ave. Oak Lawn, IL 60453
(312)425-4923 Out of Town Call Collect
Only 8 minutes from Olivet

174 South Schuyler In
Downtown Kankakee
On the leading edge of technology.
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THEY DESERVE A BREAK TODAY

Fifteen hundred miles west of exceeding $3000. Various avenues ing this week, the senior class and Francisco, Calif.
Kankakee is a place that's known as for raising funds have been set in ASG will be sponsoring guest
His ministry ranges from work
the "Gold Coast’ of California. motion. The diversity of fund rais speaker Michael Christenson. on the streets of San Francisco to
T houghts of luxury, sunny ing options should allow every per Christenson is noted for his unique the mission fields of foreign counbeaches, fast cars, and instant suc son on campus to participate in one approaches to the ministry of mis tries. He recently completed am iscess immediately come to mind. way or another.
sions and he is the pastor of Golden sions tour of China and also spent
Basically, California represents to
The major fund raising option in Gate Community Church in San time working with Mother Teresa
many the somewhat elusive, yet volves the "McDonalds Cares" pro
heavily sought after "American gram. It is from this program that
Ideal.'
the name of the project, “They
In stark contrast is another well- Deserve A Break Today," is deriv
known area which, interestingly, is ed. This program involves two op
even closer to us. This area, tions for our students and com
however, is unlike the sun-swept munity. First, persons may pur
coastland of California. It is marred ch a se c o u p o n s, k n o w n as
by the tragedies of war, hunger, ■"McBucks,” which are redeemable
hom eless people, p aren tless at all three area McDonalds. For
children, civil strife, political each McBuck redeemed, 35t will
violence and death. This place is be given toward the children. For
known as Central America (i.e., each McBuck unredeemed, the full
Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala S1.0Q will go toward the children.
and Nicaragua).
The McBucks will be redeemable
Throughout this year, the ASG during Missions Emphasis Week,
Council has sought ways to shift which is April 24-28. The second
the student body's awareness from option is specially designed for
typical "ideals" to eye-opening students that are unable to pur
“realities." To end the school year, chase McBucks. These students are
ASG is sponsoring an All-school encouraged to get involved by sell
Orphan Project involving the rais- • ing coupons. Those interested in
ing of funds for an orphanage in selling McBucks, either on campus
Northern Guatemala. As a school, or in the community, are encourag
we will be contributing funds ed to contact Kevin Lunn, project
raised to meet the emotional,! coordinator.
physical and spiritual needs of 50
Several other methods for raising
children.
funds are also being employed. The orphans of El Hogar del Nino In Guatem ala. «
The project has great potential Large percentages from the follow
for glorifying the Lord. Though the ing events slated for April 27 are
orphanage is initially 'meeting the being donated to the project:
needs of 50 children, it is hoped
1. Social Committee's Street Sale
that it will eventually house up to
2. Sophomore Class' Fun Fair
500 children. Further, it is believed
Faculty Variety Show.
that Olivet's support of this project All students are encouraged to par
will inspire other Nazarene col ticipate in the above events.
leges to become involved in similar
"They deserve a Break Today”
ministries.
will culminate during Missions
The over-all goal is to raise a total Emphasis Week, April 24-28. Dur-

in India.
The ASG Council challenges
everyone to take part in this
endeavor. The p o te n tial is only as
great as the participants. Our kids
in Guatemala really do "deserve a
break today!'

El Hogar del Nino

Orphanage established
"El Hogar del Nino” (The Home of
the Child), a center for orphaned
children in the area of Baja
B era p az, G u a te m a la , w as
dedicated in January during a
special ceremony. Several high
ranking government officials were
present for the dedication, as well
as representatives from Nazarene
headquarters. The President of
Guatemala sent his personal rep
resentatives to be present for what
is seen to be a very historical occurance.
R epresentatives, from head
quarters who were present for the
dedication included Dr. Steve
Weber, Coordinator of Nazarene
Compassionate Ministries, and Dr.
Sergio Franco, Editorial Director
for Spanish Publications.
The home is established on the
old campus of the Bible Institute in
the town of San Miguel Chicaj. Fif
ty children, mostly of the Achi
tribe, have been received into the

shelter. They are all orphans, and
many actually saw their parents
shot or otherwise killed. One
7-year-old hid in the mountains for
nearly a year.
The idea of the home was con
ceived by members of the family of
Dr. James Hudson, regional direc
. tor of the Mexico, Central America,
and Caribbean Region, during the
1983 Christmas season, while they
walked through the abandoned
campus.-The idea was taken to the
Guatemalan Nazarene leaders, a
committee was formed, and the
result was the establishment of the
present shelter.
The funds that are being raised
during Missions Emphasis Week
will go to help this effort to house
these p arentless G uatem alan
children. For additional details on
the orphanage and the part you can
play in its growth, stop by the ASG
offices and look for displays set up
throughout Ludwig Center.
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Six of many children to receive funds from the McBuck program.
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up to a value of one dollar/N o change given
Valid only at
McDonald's:
listed below:
Kankakee. Bradley
& Bourbonnais
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NOT NEGOTIABLE
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NSLC set for April 25-27
By Beth Dumey

On April 25, 26 and 27, the
Nazarene Student Leader Confer
ence will be held at Trevecca
Nazarene College in Nashville,
Tennessee. All Nazarene higher
education schools, including the Bi
ble College and Seminary, will
send a student delegation.
A Steering Committee meeting
held in January determined who
would comprise the delegation
from Olivet. According to ASG
President Chad Addie, those atten
ding the conference will be the out
going ASG president, the incoming
ASG president, both the Vice Presi
dent of Spiritual Life and the Vice
President of Social Affairs, the ASG
secretary and ASG treasurer.
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Members of the delegations may
vary according to the particular in
stitution because every school may
not have the same student political
system. For instance, not all of the
colleges have two vice presidents.
General Secretary, of Education
Mark Moore oversees the conven
tion in which leadership and
money-management seminars are
taught along with other activities.
“The purpose," explains Addie, “is
basically the exchange of ideas bet
ween schools and the training of
new leaders."
He cites the Olivet ASG mis
sionary home project as an exam
ple of an idea exchanged at a past
conference that other colleges have
adopted.

Faculty recital tbnight
By Anne West

Olivet Orchestra.
Susan Ross is a professional
A chamber music recital will be
Tingley and Brown:
given Tuesday, April 16 in Larsen cellist in Chicago and a contem
Fine Arts Center at 7:30 p.m. by porary composer. She also teaches
several Olivet music faculty cello at ONC.
members.
Dr. Hopkins is the chairman of
It will feature pieces such as the Division of Fine Arts. He By Lori Frazer
“Passacaglia,” a duo for violin and teaches woodwinds, instrumental
Elections do not run themselves.
cello by H an d el-H alvorsen, conducting, and conducts th e . Rather, they require individuals
presented by Lolita Phelps and Olivet Concert Band.
working behind the scene organiz
Susan Ross. A set of eight pieces by
Alice Edwards is an associate ing, directing, and enforcing guide
Bruch for clarinet, violin and
«professor of music and teaches lines and procedures to run
piano, will be performed by Dr.
smoothly.
class and private piano.
Harlow Hopkins, Alice Edwards
Upon the appointment by Chad
Gerald
Anderson
is
an
assistant
and Lolita Phelps. Also, Brahms
Addie,
president of ASG, and the
Sonata number one for clarinet and professor of music and has recently approval of the ASG Council, Mark
completed
all
the
requirements
for
piano will be performed by Harlow
a doctorate in musical arts. He also Brown w a s " selected last year
Hopkins and Gerald Anderson.
(1983-84) to serve as Election Com
Lolita Phelps, who is currently teaches class and private piano.
mission Chairman, and Dave
There is no admission charge, Tingley was chosen this year
on a one-year assignment at Olivet,
teaches music history and string and everyone is encouraged to at (1984-85) to serve sis Vice Chairmethods. She also conducts the tend.
man.
Their responsibilities include
o rg a n iz in g a n d o v e rse e in g
freshman elections, Homecoming
By Jana Sherrow
small group ensemble on Thurs Queen elections, ASG and class
elections. In addition, they inform
The countdown is on! Less than day.
Senior Class members include: th e candidates of campaign guide
four weeks left until graduation
and seniors are excitedly marking Dave Jennings, president; Andrea lines, enforce campaign rules, and
Downs, vice-president; Greg recruit students to set up and man
off each day.
Having already carried out many Strickfaden, treasurer; Janice the polls and tally votes. Other
activities this year, the Senior Class Janes, secretary; and Rob Prince, obligations include informing can
anticipates yet another respon chaplain; Representatives Liz didates of important dates and
sibility: Senior Chapel Week.-Dates Powers, Kevin Lunn, Dave Rein
chosen for this traditional event are - hart and JoAnn Lichte; Social Com
Wednesday, April 24 and Thurs mittee members Todd Clark, Beth
day, April 25. The speaker, Davis, Debbie Stockton, Kitty
Michael Christenson from Califor Moyer, and Jeff Falvo.
nia, will bring a message on mis
sions.
The purpose for these special
chapels is 'to let seniors participate
and to bring in someone they
would like to hear speak," says
Dave Jennings, Senior Class presi
dent. Seniors both coordinate and
conduct each service.
Introduction of the Senior Class
Council, personal testimonies,
senior gift presentation, scripture
reading, and prayer comprise the
basis of the service. Then, spiritual.
music will consist of a voluntary
senior choir on Wednesday and a
AWAVSWi

(Photo by B. Beatty)

Behind the election scene

Senior countdown is on

For all your
Banquet needs

■ H I

Fresh or Silk
Flowers

REASONABLE PRICES

K&9

for college student’s
budget
• WRISTLETS -

CORSAGES - BOUQUETS
BOUTONNIERES

Designed just for you in any size, color or style
Kept on display
Satisfaction guaranteed “because we care”

posting the election results in the
ASG vyindow.
Brown's biggest challenge as
Election Chairman has been enfor
cing guidelines set by ASG and
maintaining impartiality toward
the candidates. For him, informing
the losing candidates of the election
results is also a difficult responsiblity^
Similarly, a major challenge for
Tingley is organizing all the elec
tion details in his mind. Explaining
the voting procedures to students
and counting ballots are other
challenging responsiblities for him.
Elections for ASG offices were
held on April 10 and will be follow
ed by class elections on April 2 4.
On the evening of April 23, "Meet
the Candidates" sessions for all
classes will be held. Each class will
elect from these candidates a presi
dent,—vice president, secretary,
treasurer, class representatives,
and social committee members.
During this election time,

Tingley finds his job interesting
because he enjoys working with all
the qualified candidates and obser
ving th eir unique cam paign
strategies.
x
'
Each year the candidates face
challenges. Brown contends that
the biggest one is coming up with
fresh new ideas and programs.
Tingley believes Compassionate
Ministries is another major issue
candidates will have to address.
Since Anthony Campolo's visit this
past February, much emphasis has
been placed on this issue.
Next year Tingley will take over
as Election Commission Chairman
and another individual will be ap
pointed as Vice Chairman to
undergo training for the following
year.
Elections .would not be possible
without the efforts of Mark Brown
and Dave Tingley, the two in
dividuals responsible for helping
ONC students choose their leaders.

YOUR CIVILIAN SKILL
CAN EARN YOU
A QUICK ARMY PROM OTION.
In the Army’s Civilian Acquired Skills Program, you could qualify ^
for a quick promotion before Initial Entry Training. Say you have two years
experience in mechanics, food services, computers, or a wide variety of
skills. Maybe you’re getting the experience now in a two-year college or votech school. By joining the Army, you’ll start your service at a higher rank,
with more pay, and you may even be able to earn another promotion after
only eight weeks of working in your skill.
See if your skill experience can pay off for you in the Army. See your
local Army Recruiter.
I
I
||H H |
SGT Rodriguez ■932-4315

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

9ËÉ&1
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SPORTS
ONC Tigers’ 1985 baseball season outlook optimistic
?
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One place the Tigers are not
Optimism is the word for Coach weak, according to Knowles, is
Tom Knowles and the Baseball behind the plate. With Kevin
Tigers. The Tigers are 12-10 on the McKay and Jim St. John "we have
year so far, and went an impressive catchers that can throw anyone out
7-3 on a recent road trip to Florida. and I don't think well see anyone,
If the Tigers are to go to the including the University of Illinois,
NAIA Division 20 playoffs, they that will be any stronger behind
have to avoidi ¿injuries. Knowles the plate than we are."
said, "We're a little bit thinner, as
Knowles was also very high on
far as members go, at some posi the quality on his infield and his
tions than we would like to be. If outfield, but stressed again that in
we had injuries, we would have juries could hurt the Tigers deeply,
problems.”
especially since the Tigers are car-

rying only an 18-man roster.
The outlook for the rest of the
season seems hopeful. Knowles
said, Tm very encouraged. The key
is going to be our pitching. I don’t
see us winning every game for the
rest of the season because baseball
is not that kind of a game. Well be
a very strong winning record tak
ing us into the district play-offs."
Knowles felt that the Tigers
could be in the top four teams in
the NAIA District playoffs.

67% of ONC lady softballers return

Bv
Do ret ta Rantz
R an t?
By Doretta
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Scott Bricker beats the tag.

(Photo by B. Beatty)

Exciting Tiger softball has arriv
ed. The women's intercollegiate
team returned 67% of its veterans.
They and new team members have
their work cut out for them. Their
season is packed entirely into the
month of April.
Coach Brenda Patterson realizes
this tight schedule and its advan
tages and disadvantages. She feels

1.1 theJ defense can compete
H Hwith
that
chell, Lee Whitmer, and Wilbur,"
any opponent they'll face. 'Our predicts the coach. Having worked
_ strong hold is our pitching. The pit with the team's batting, she hopes
chers are veterans Dora Wilbur that it will be better than last year.
and Tracey Setters," says Patterson.
O ther players are: Deann
Contrasting the defense, the of Daniels, Julie Frey, Sherri Gunn,
fense balances. Patterson believes Janelle Hindman, Lisa Miller,
that a winning season can be found Tamera Morris, Melody Sessoms,
with a .275 to .300 batting average. and mascot Chuckles. The team
"The punch from the line-up will wants to make this their best year
come from Anne Harvey, Lisa Mit- ever.
Ü H H
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Lisa Mitchell lines one past the shortstop.

M
(Photo by B. Beatty)
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WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

I HII
Dora Wilbur throws in a strike.

(Photo by B. Beatty)

■c o u p o n n

“THE BIG SANDWICH ))
BEST DEALS IN TOWN
ON THE BEST EATIN’ ALL AROUND

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-.
Year Program this fall and
receive up to $ 1,000 a year.
But: tn<
the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That’s when you receive
an officer’s commission.
So) gget
body
e your
,
M Bin
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

H a rd e s r
448 S. Main - Bourbonnais
1515 W. Court - Kankakee
575 S. Schuyler - Kankakee

Buy a
Bacon Cheeseburger
Get one FREE
Ip i
i»

Good at all participating Hardee’s.
Please present this coupon before
ordering. One coupon
per customer, please.

Haideer

A R M Y ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

■

This Coupon
not good in combination with
any other offers.

| \

■

Expires 5*2-85

Contact CPT Hicks
Box 131 or Call
//[Collect (312)653-4930
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THE OPEN LINE

Gaither Vocal Sand and Trio to Olivet

with
Klarence
Bjerk

Oear K.B.:
I am a senior and w ill be leaving O livet unattached. Frank[y, I'm scared to death that I’ve blow n m y chances for ever
marrying a decent girl. I had plenty of opportunities to date,
hut never took advantage o f them . Do you have any consoling
words of advice?
H oney-less in Howe
The entertainment entourage of
The Bill Gaither Trio, which drew
over 50,000 people in a single after
noon performance at the Ohio State
Fair last August, will bring its Fully
Alive Tour to Kankakee on
Wednesday, May 1, in Olivet's
Chalfant Hall at 8 p.m.
The Gaither Vocal Band, Larnelle Harris, and Hicks & Cohagan
will accompany the internationally
acclaimed Trio. The Trio, Vocal
Band and Harris recently returned
from a 10-day tour of Israel that oc
curred as a result of numerous in
vitations over the past 10 years.
“The main thing we were trying
to promote was the spirit of
brotherhood. We were received
very openly and warmly by the
people of Israel. We all wanted our
music to serve as an expression of a
common heritage because this was
the nation which saved the frame

of the gospel,’ said Bill Gaither,
gospel songwriter and Trio leader.
Whether touring abroad or in the
States, The Trio (Bill and Gloria
Gaither and Gary McSpadden) and
company creates an ambience in
their nearly three-hour concert
which resembles an evening at
home. The tight, fast-paced event is
filled with good music from both_
the stage and audience, serious and
light drama, and an easy rapport.
'Our programs are geared toward,
family values because we think
much of what has gone wrong with
this country can be attributed to
the breakdown of the family* stated
Gaither.
The 24-year-old Trio has record-1
ed 40 albums, sold four million
LPs, and sung to six million people.
Their latest recorded efforts in
clude "Fully Alive" and "L-I-F-E" (a
children's album). Gloria, a prolific

The Gaither Vocal Band; The Gaither Trio (top photo)

IT’S HERE!
The Glimmerglass Trivia
Give-Away

writer and lyricist, released her
latest book, Fully Alive, in January.
The Gaither Vocal Band received
Grariimy recognition for the se
cond year in a row with a February
nomination for their latest album,
"New Point of View." Lead singer
Gary McSpadden, baritone Bill
Gaither, tenor Lamelle Harris, and
bass John Mohr comprise the con
temporary quartet.
Grammy-winning Harris will be
featured in solo spots throughout
the concert. A veteran Christian
musician, Harris just released his
latest project, Tve Just Seen Jesus."
;The LPs brightest feature is the ti
tle duet with Christian music great
Sandi Patti.
Hicks and Cohagan guard against
the evening getting too heavy. The
acting duo of Stephen Hicks and
Jerry Cohagan uses humorous sket
ches and a multitude of characters
to poke fun at our human foibles
while sharing meaninful glimpses
at the Christian way of life.
Concert-goers can expect a good
evening out. The lyrics are Chris
tian in nature; the interaction with
the audience is geared toward
traditional values; and the humor
and entertainment are inviting.
A special price is available to
ONC students: $4.00 instead of the
regular $8.00 for advance tickets.
ONC students must pick up their
tickets before April 22 in the Stu
dent Activities Office of Ludwig
Center.

Dear Honey-less:
Times are rough, aren't they? Uncle Bjerk was wifeless, but then
again people said he looked like an aardvark. Anyway, take note,
¡uniors, sophomores, freshmen and non-graduating seniors: Don't
be like this guy -ask someone out TODAY!
Dear K.B.:
Every spring I buy a new plant for m y room and w ithin a
few w eeks it's dead. I even tried a plastic fern one tim e and it
m elted in the sun. Is there anything I can purchase that won't
bite the dust?
The Plant Killer
Dear Killer:
The only things in this world that are virtually indestructable (un
fortunate as it may be) are freshmen. Abuse them, scorn them, and
even try to ignore them, they still come around like flies to honey. I
know it's a lousy alternative, but it doesn’t sound like you have
much of a choice.

Dear K.B.:
I have been dating a girl at hom e steadily since I started col
lege. I am now starting to find m yself attracted to girls here
on cam pus. This pulling ip tw o directions is tearing m e apart.
W hat is a m an to do?
Torn Apart
•Dear Tom:
It was once said that "He who dates at home studies at school." I
think you're studying the wrong thing. Make up your mind,Casanoya.
If you have a question or a comment you’d like to send K.B., address
it to:
The Glimmerglass
c/o The Open Line
ONC Box 24

flowers
for all your
spring
occasions!

Win a two-item Grinder
compliments of the Red Room
To enter th'e contest, answer this question correctly
and turn in your answer with your name, phone
number, and full address to; Trivia Give-Away,
c/o The Glim m erglass, O N C Box 24 by 4 p.m.,
April 25 ,1 9 8 5 . The question is:

Q uûûe

(The Gllmmerolass staff members are Ineligible)

D

FLOWERS, GIFTS
A N D A N TIQ U ES

How many bricks are there in the Empire /
State Building?

Good Luck!

a n

;2 1 0 0 E. M aple • Kankakee • 933-2295
1515 S. Main • Bourbonnais • 932-0453
Udkm
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A ll-s ch o o l le tte r w ritin g c a m p a ig n
Helps and addresses for
Write Congress on food bill
Action Partner
ASG and The Glimmerglass encourage every Christian to take
seriously his/her responsibility for the public well being.
Action Partners commit themselves to write a letter a week
or alternately, if time forbids, a letter a month.
Use these addresses often and well; and be sure to support
your efforts with prayer.
The Media
Federal Communications Commission, 1919 M Street,
Washington, D.C. 20554.
The Manager, National Association of Broadcasters, 1771 N.
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
The President, National Broadcasting Co., Inc., 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10020.
The President, Columbia Broadcasting System, 51 West
52nd Street, New York, NY 10019.
Public Broadcasting System, 475 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W.,
Washington, DC 20024, President Lawrenca K. Grossman.
Don Wildmon's National Federation for Decency has
published a Television Sponsor's Guide. Send $ 1 for your copy to
NFD, Box 1398, Tupelo, MS 38801, (Available also at $15/hundred for distribution.)
The Federal G overnm ent
You should address your Congressman as The-Honorable
.......... -. House of Congress, Washington, DC 20515; your
Senator as The Honorable . . . . . . . . The Senate, Washington,
DC 20510; the President as The President, The White House,
Washington, DC 20500.
The salutations should be Dear Congressman, Dear Senator
and Mr. President, respectively, and should be signed, Sincerely
Yours.
Department secretaries should be addressed as The
Honorable............ , and the salutation read, Dear Mr. Secretary.
A Congressional Staff Directory may be purchased at a cost
of $25 prepaid from the Congressional Staff Directory, P.O. Box
62, Mount Vernon, VA 22121.
One of the many groups publishing voting records of Con
gressmen is the Committee for the Survival of a Free Congress,
721 2nd St., N.E., Washington, DC 20002.
A Letterwriter's Guide to Congress, Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, 1615 H St., N.W., Washington, DC 20062.
White House Comment Line: 202-456-7639, Justice Depart
ment Busing Complaint Line: 202-633-3847, General Litigation
Complaint Line: 202-633-4713.
Congressional Record, Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Governm ent Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402
202-783-3238.
U.S. Capitol Switchboard, 202-224-3121 from 7 a.m. to 11
p.m., seven days a week.
Legislative Information Office! 202-225-1772 from 7 a.m. to
11 p.m., seven days a week.
To listen to recorded messages on the latest legislative activi
ty, call 202-224-8541 (for Senate Democrats); 202-244-8601 (for
Senate Republicans); 202-225-7400 (for House Democrats); and
202-255-7430 (for House Republicans).
For $2 you can send a 15-word message (a personal opinion
wire) to any legislator. The bill will be sent to you or put on your
phone bill. Call your Western Union office.
Other addresses you need may often be obtained by a simple
phone call to your local library.
The servant o f the Lord must not strive, but be gentle unto all
men, apt to teach, patient in meekness instructing those that oppose
themselves; if God peradventure will give them repentance to the
acknowledging of the truth; and that they may recover themselves out
o f the snare o f the devil, who are taken captive by him at his will.
- I I Tim. 2:24-26

ti

Activated Awareness”

We have seen pictures of starv
ing Africans. Many of us have con
tributed to relief efforts.
But there is something else we
can do: We can help obtain a larger
national commitment to people in
Africa, where 150 million face
hunger and 30-35 million could die
of starvation.
A bill is pending before Congress
that would significantly improve
the U.S. response to this and
future famines and help provide
adequate food aid through next
year. More importantly, it would
take a step toward preventing
famines by enabling African
farmers to become more produc
tive.
It's called the Food Assistance
and Africa Agriculture Act. It
would:
1. Improve the U.S. response to
famine. The bill would enable the
United States to respond more
quickly and adequately to famines;
and
2. Increase U.S. aid for agricul
tural development in Africa. The
bill proposes a $180 million U.S.
contribution to a special Africa ac
count that would help small-scale
farmers in Africa produce more
food. ’Because other governments
would also contribute, a $600
million total account is proposed.
The Food Assistance and Africa
Agriculture Act was initiated by

and has the support of a wide range
of the Christian community. It
needs your support. Our elected
leaders try to reflect our concerns.
To do so, they must hear from us.
Take a moment to write to your
U.S. representative and your two
U.S. senators. Address your repre
sentative: Rep. (name), U.S. House

of Representatives, Washington,
D.C. 20515; and your senator: Sen.
(name), U.S. Senate, Washington,
D.C. 20510.
Share your concerns with them.
Ask them to take specific action by
cosponsoring and voting for the
Food Assistance and Africa Agri
culture Act.

Project underway to rid TV
of alcohol beverage advertising
The project to get commercials
for liquor off radio and television,
or to give equal time for health
messages is still underway. Over
half a million Signatures have
already been submitted nation
wide.
SMART stands for Stop Market
ing Alcohol on Radio and Tele
vision. CBS did a special on the
project-you may have seen it.
They filmed people at the Springfield Southern Baptist Church
while signing the petition.
All kinds of opposition is coming
from the liquor and broadcasting
industries. The National Radio
Broadcasters Association and the
National Association of Broad-,
casters have targeted the defeat of
Project SMART as their “number
one priority."
The National Beer Wholesalers
Assn, has earmarked half a million

dollars to kill the campaign. Accor
ding to Advertising Age “guerrilla
tactics" will be employed to squelch
the movement. One such tactic:!
they have asked their members to
coxy up to local PTA groups in
hopes of undermining the PTA's
support of the project.
A spokesperson for Miller Brew
ing Co. denounced the project in a
5-page letter to the Board of
Church and Society of the United
Methodist Church, another spon
sor of the campaign.
It sounds as though these in
dustries think Project SMART has a
real chance. We hope and pray that
it does.
Now is the time to write to your
U.S. Representative in Washington
and Senators Dixon and Simon and
ask them to support the ban. Our
children will have a better chance
without this influence.

Quality Inns play porn in motel rooms
Donald E. Wildmon (executive
director of the National Federation
of Decency) recently wrote the
following letter to Quality Inns.
NFD urges you to write Mr. Con
rad at Quality Inns concerning
their showing porno movies.
“Dear Mr. Conrad: A couple of
weeks ago I spent the night at your
Quality Inns motel in east Tampa.
Upon entering the room, I turned <
on the television. Much to my sur
prise, a pornographic movie was
showing, the same type shown at
porno theaters.
T his was not a pay channel. It
was on the regular set, in addition
to the other programs being shown.
“I am much disturbed that Quali
ty Inns has decided to show porno
films in their motels. Traveling as
much as I do, I try to use Quality
Inns because of price, convenience
and quality, However, I will no
longer use your facilities for
meetings or for spending the night.
“Furthermore, I intend to write
an article in our next issue of the !
NFD Journal alerting approximate
ly 170,000 pastors and about |
150,000 other subscribers to the
fact that Quality Inns now show

porno films in their motels and urg let me know. I will pass along that
ing our readers to choose a motel information to our readers and sup
which has a higher standard of porters. Sincerely, Donald , E.
values. I will encourage them to let Wildmon."
th eir m em bers, friends and
The address is: President Barry
families know that Quality Inns L. Conrad, Quality Inns, Inc., j
now is in the porno business.
10750 Columbia Pike, Silver Spr
“If this is an isolated instance, ings, MD 20901. Write today!
and the porno will be removed and
(R eprinted from th e NFD
not be a part of Quality Inns, please Journal.)

Write to be heard
One of the most effective ways to influence legislators is
through the mail. Letters should be clear, courteous and to the
point. Refer to a bill by its name and number. Include whether
you support it or not. When the bill is introduced, send a copy of
your letter to the chairman of the committee to Which it was
referred.
Use the following-addresses to contact legislators:
Congress:
The Honorable
-__________________
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Senate:
Senator______ ____________________
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Legislators are elected to serve their constituency. Let your
voice be heard so that your viewpoint isn't overlooked.
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Up in Subs
B

Video Taping Service

HAS A

COUPON SPECIAL
Any tlme after 5 p.m.

Snack Sub and a Cup of Chili
for only 99$
646 8. Main, Bourbonnais • 933-2874
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M AYTAG H O M ESTYLE
LAUNDRY
Open 7 Daps a Week

DROP-OFF LAUNDRY
and
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
W E A P P R E C IA T E
Y O U R B U S IN E S S ,
O N C ...T H A N K S !

Weddings • Parties
Reunions
Graduations
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"Guaranteed Professional Quality
an Unbeatable Prices”
RICK & PAULA SHELTON

Kroger Shopping Centor
Bourbonnais
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PERSONALS
Robin Hood, Pope John Paul
and McEnroe:
Ya'all are the sweetest freshmen
guys w e kn o w . D on’t kill
yourselves at Devil's Lake.
Amoebae and Spam
Connie:
I'm so glad we are friends. I'd be
lost without you. I love you lots.
Cheryl
Freddy,
Who dressed you this morning?
T.F.L.
Next issue of The Glimmergiass
May 2, 1985
- GRADUATION ISSUE Wally and Ginger Reign!!
Buy your 25th Silver Anniver
sary Album TODAY!!
Apple Pie:
Watch those pupils!
The A.P.E.

4th Floor Williams
You gals are all so super! I love
'ya all even when you pull mean
jokes in the middle of the night.
Yes, Patty Thom, even when you
blow your shell and make as much
noise as you possibly can. I wish
you all the best of luck this year
and in your following years at
ONC. Ill miss you all next year!
Donna
B.D.
Remember the rose, and April 2,
it's the beginning of something
new.
M.M.
Shawne Anderson,
Have a great day. Love & prayers
Yoùr SPP •
Harry Brown
Have a great day. Love & prayers
KMM

S.D.B. & S.L.K.:
God sends special blessings
through precious friends like you.
Thank you for sharing your friend
ship with me.
I love you!
T.M.M.

MM:
I'm glad you're back!
¡Te Quiero!
BD
Dennis,
To the cutest junior we know:
when is it going to be another
Bradley night?
Love, Connie and Cheryl

Playing tennis this spring? Get your
racquet re-strung without going off
campus. Call Tom Rodriguez in
Howe Hall at 939-5188.

To the P-Team:
Bruizer, Cluck, Chipmunk and
Buster, We choked down a lot of
pavement together! Your generous
contributions are appreciated.
When the van needs to be rolled let
me know.
Stevo

To Pookie:
All my love - Now and Forever
more . . .love that tan!!
Love ya, Sneaks!
Michelle King:
Are you still afraid of getting
snapped by your elastic?
Me

Debs,
Did you ever find the screw to
your crutch? Maybe it's in the
bushes.
Me!!

The Studs

SPC:
Thanks for coming into my life.
Luv, WEF

Wanna kiss??

Wa'ra looking for tatantad »ingle individualt ages 18-28
to join our Christian-bated musical production company.
Now you can perform for festivals, fairs, theme parks,
conventions, schools and even on cruise drips. It's hard
work, b ut it's probably the moat exciting work you've
aver dona. For more information call us o r fill out
and sand in

CAU. OR WRITE
TODAY!

I
Im m ediate openings for

Trumpvt.. .drums...bass...guitar...vocal»..-keyboard

I

Chy_
Zip__

® Your T alent:_______________________ ,

*

John Panozzo & Sons
“A Friend of OlivetI

Specializing in
cut fiowers and corsages
Special consideration given to Olivet students

JOHN PANOZZO & SONS
933-3305
Route 50 N • Kankakee

TRE

Buy any size Little Caesars
Original round pizza at regular
price, get the identical pizza
FREE with^your Olivet I.D.!
Now open daily at 11 a.m.
<
w ith
pizza, sandw iches, salads and more

Little Caesars"
Kroger Shopping Center
Bourbpnnais

939-0002

—

AmericanEntertainment Reductions

B ^ 1 8 4 6 Hightoww Dr.

Worthington. Ohio 43085

61W 4W 0

To the Hoe Family
I just want to, tell each one of
you: Tally, Get, Wagons & Bud,
how much you have enlightened
my life.
A.
Have a question? Ask Klarence
Bjerk! Address correspondence to:
The Open Line, ONC Box 24.

“You are the salt of the earth." - Mt. 5:13’
How do you keep your savor? By
making yourself useful to the Lord!
One great way to serve Him is with a
job in a Christian organization.
Is God calling you to use your skills for
Him full-time? Contact Intercristo for
leads on selected openings in over 2,000
Christian ministries, missions,
schools, camps, and local churches.
Thousands of career and short-term
positions are available now, coast-tocoast and around the world.
CALL TOLL-FREE: (800) 426-1342.
(AK, HI, WA. CANADA: (206) 546-7330).

To all the girls I've loved before,
who have wandered in and out my
door,
To them I write this personal Glim
merglass
You will always have a special
place in my heart.

0 *

To the Great White Yeti:
"You will come to a place where
the only things you feel are loaded
yeti sticks in your face and you
have to deal w ith. . . PRESSURE!'
May the force be with us,
The Yeti Knights

J o b s for p eop le
w ith savor.

Squirrel,
Sunshine

Amoeba,
This is a rerun.

T.V.L.:
Thanks for a wonderful Thurs
day!! You're the best!
D.G.Q.

-

■

*
OR RETURN
. • . THE COUPON BELOW.

Intercristo
The C h ristian Career
Specialists
P.O.Box 33487
#
Seattle. WA 98133 » .

Name__
Address
C ity ___
I saw this ad in (Publication)

Please send me
inform ation on “jobs
for people with savor.“

. S tate.

.Z ip.

J

GIVE US TIME
TO REPAY YOUR LOAN.
If you’ve gone to college on a
National Direct Student Loan, a Guar
anteed Student Loan or a Federally
Insured Student Loan made after
October 1,1975, and your loan is not
in default, here’s a way to get your loan
repaid.
Use the Army’s Loan Repayment
program. Each year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever amount
is greater. In a three-year enlistment,
you eliminate your debt.
Additionally, you could learn a
valuable skill and take advantage of
many other Army opportunities. If you
have the time, we have the money.
eYCheck it out with your Army Riecruiter.
SGT Rodriguez • 932-4315

ARMY
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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Read through the Bible in 1985
A P R IL

Establish a habit
1

2

DeuL 15,16
Ps. 38:9-14
Prov. 9:10-12
Mark 1:1-20

7

8

9

DeuL 28
P s 40:11-17
Prov. 10:6.7
Mark 4:21-41

14
Josh. 8,9
Ps. 44:9-12
Prov. 10:22-24
Mark 8:11-26

21

DeuL 29.30
Ps. 41:1-6
Prov. 10:8,9
Mark 5:1 -20

15
Josh. 10,11
P s 44:13-19
Prov. 10:25.26
Mark 8:27-9:13

22

Jo sh . 23,24
Ps. 46:7-11
Prov. 11:5.6
Mark 11:27-12:17

DeuL 31.32
Ps. 41:7-13
Prov. 10:10.11
Mark 5:21-43

16

Josh. 12-14
PS. 44:20-26
Prov. 10:27,28
Mark 9:14-32

23

J u d g 1,2
Ps. 47
Prov. 11:7-9
Mark 12:18-44

29

28

DeuL 17-19
Ps. 38:15-22
Prov. 9:13-15
Mark 1:21-45

J u d g 12-14
Ps. 50:1 -6
Prov. 11:20,21
Mark 15:24-47

3
DeuL 20.21
Ps. 39:1 -6
Prov. 9:16-18
Mark 2:1 22

10
DeuL 33,34
Ps. 42:1 -5
Prov. 10:12.13
Mark 6:1-29

17
Jo sh . 15,16
Ps. 45:1 -5
Prov. 10:29.30
Mark 9:33-50

24

Judg. 3,4
Ps. 48:1-7
Prov. 11:10,11
Mark 13

4

DeuL 22.23
Ps. 39:7-13
Prov. 10:1
Mark 2:23-3:12

11
Josh. 1-3
Ps. 42:6-11
Prov. 10:14,15
Mark 6:30-56

18

Josh. 17.18
P s 45:6-12
Prov. 10:51.32
Mark 10:1 -31

25

Judg. 5,6
Ps. 48:8-14
Prbv. 11:12,13
Mark 14:1-26

5

DeuL 24,25
Ps. 40:1 -5
Prov. 10:2,3
Mark 3:13-35

12
Josh. 4,5
Ps. 43
Prov. 10:16-18
Mark 7:1-23

19

6

DeuL 26,27
Ps. 40:6-10
Prov. 10:4,5
Mark 4:1 -20

13
Josh. 6,7
Ps. 44:1 *8
Prov. 10:19-21
Mark 7:24-8:10

2°

Josh. 19,20 lc
Ps. 45:13-17
Prov. 11:1.2
Mark 10:32-52

26

Judg. 7.8
Ps. 49:1 *9
Prov. 11:14.15
Mark 14:27-52

Josh. 21.22
Ps. 46:1 -6
Prov. 11:3,4
Mark 11:1-26

27

Judg. 9
Ps. 49:10-15
Prov. 11:16,17
Mark 14:53-72

Judg. 10,1 1
Ps. 49:16-20
Prov. 11:18,19
Mark 15:1-23

30
Judg. 15,16
Ps. 50:7-15
Prov. 11:22.23
Mark 16

In 1985 determine to establish
a daily habit of Bible reading and
prayer.
1. Set a tim e, and do. it con
sistently.
2. Set a goal. This calendar pro
vides an easily attainable one—
reading through the Bible once in
the next year, as well as a
systematic means of praying for the
nations.
3. Pray before you read for the
Holy Spirit to open your understan
ding.
4. M ake no exceptions. Allow
nothing to intrude upon your time

Judg. 17
Ps. 50:16- 23
Prov. 11:24,25
Ju d e

with the Lord. Your spirit must be
nurtured daily to remain strong
and healthy.
You may find it best to read it all
in one sitting, or the Old Testament
in the morning, Psalms and Pro
verbs over lunch, with the New
Testament in the evening. Con
sistency is your key to success. Five
minutes daily far surpasses three
hours every three months.
Let us purpose together in 1985
to discipline ourselves for the pur
pose of godliness (1 Timothy 4:7).
The fruit is certainly worth the
labor.

Activity Calendar
APRIL

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

7

6
1 Sam . 1.2
P s 53
Prov. 12:3.4
1 Peter 5

14

13

1 Sam. 15.16
P s 57:1-5
Prov. 12:17.18
Ja m e s 4:13-5

,1 Sam. 17
P s 57:6-11
Prov. 12:19.20
Luke 1:1-25
1 Sam. 30,31
Ps. 60:6-12
Prov. 13:7,8
Luke 4:16-44

1 Sam. 28.29
P s 60:1-5
Prov. 13:4-6
Luke 4:1-15
2 Sam. 12.13
P s 64:1-4
• Prov. 13:19.20
Luke 7:30-50

W

18

Th

19
19-21
20

F
F-Su
Sa

22
23

M
T

29
2 Sam . 16.17
Ps. 65:1-8
Prov. 13:23-25
Luke 8:22-39

2 Sam. 14,15
Ps. 64:5-10
Prov. 13:21,22
Luke 8:1-21

25

24

30
2 Sam. 18
Ps. 65:9-13
Prov. 14:1.2
Luke 8:40-56

2 Sam . 19,20
Ps. 66:1-7
Prov. 14:3,4
Luke 9:1-17

24

W

24-25
25

W-Th
Th

25-27
26

Th-Sa
F

26-28
27

F-Su
Sa

28

Su

29

M

1 Sam. 26,27
Ps. 59:11-17
Prov. 13:1-3
Luke 3

1 Sam. 24.25
P s 59:6-10
Prov. 12:27.28
Luke 2:22-52

2 Sam. 10.11
Ps. 63:6-11
Prov. 13:17.18
Luke 7:1-29

2 Sam. 7-9
Ps. 63:1-5
Prov. 13:15,16
Luke 6:20-49

2 Sam . 5,6
Ps. 62:8-12
Prov. 13:13.14
Luke 6:1-19

2 Sam. 3,4
P s 62:1-7
Prov. 13:11.12
Luke 5:17-39

1 Sam. 14
Ps. 56:8-13
Prov. 12:15,16
J a m e s 3-4:12

18

17

23

22
2 Sam . 1,2
P s 61
Prov. 13:9.10
Luke 5:1-16

28

27

26

17

11
1 Sam . 12.13
Ps. 56:1-7
Prov. 12:13.14
Jam es 2

1 Sam. 22.23
P s 59:1-5
Prov. 12:25.26
Luke 2:1-21

1 Sam . 20.21
P s 58:6-11
Prov. 12:23.24
Luke 1:57-80

Ruth 3,4
Ps. 52
Prov. 12:1.2
1 Peter 4

Ruth 1.2
Ps. 51:14 -19
Prov. 11:30.31
1 Peter 3

1 Sam. 10,11
P s 55:16-23
Prov. 12:11,12
Ja m e s 1

16

15

21

20

19

1 Sam . 8,9
Ps. 55:9-15
Prov. 12:9,10
2 Peter 3

1 Sam . 18,19
P s 58:1-5
Prov. 12:21.22
Luke 1:26-56

4

10

9

8
1 Sam. 6,7
P s 55:1-8
Prov. 12:7.8
2 Peter 2

1 Sam . 3-5
Ps. 54
Prov. 12:5,6
2 Peter 1

3
J u d g 20,21
Ps. 51:7-13 Prov. 11:28.29
1 Peter 2

J u d g 18.19
P s 51:1-6
Prov. 11:26,27
1 Peter 1

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

2

l

12

Tu

1985

M AY

5

16

31

2 Sam. 21,22
Ps. 66:8-12
Prov. 14:5,6
Luke 9:18-36

-
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Flowers by Charlene

WKOC

“The Student's Florist"
MAKE YOUR BANQUET
ONE TO REMEMBER
FRESH OR SILK

10% off
to all ONC students

|

Listen to
THE POWERLINE
COUNTDOWN
with Keeton & Kelly
every Saturday night
at 10 p.m.
on FM 88.3

FREE DELIVERY
to ONC campus

•V
. _ 5

M y

FM

Across from St. Mary’s Hospital
Downtown Kankakee

S T E R E O

Bloodmobile -1 0 am to 6 pm
Softball - home - St. Xavier - 3 pm
Baseball - home • Trinity Christian - 3:30
Business Club Banquet
Olivet Faculty Recital - Kresge, 7:30 pm
Final day to drop Block IV classes
DIO & Life Song • Variety Show
Salvation Army visit
Baseball at Aurora - 3 pm
Softball - home - Eureka College, 3 pm
Carman Concert - Chalfant Hall - 8:45 pm
Celebrate Life • No classes
Spiritual Life Retreat
Track at II Wesleyan Univ -11 am
Men’s Tennis • home - Trinity College 11 am
Baseball • home • McKendree - noon
Softball - home - Judson College - noon
Kappa Delta PI Banquet
Baseball at U of Chicago -1:30 pm
Softball • here - Trinity College - 3 pm
Hale-Wilder Scholarship Auditions Kresge, 7:30 pm
Softball - here - Aurora College - 3 pm
Men’s Tennis - here • Concordia College
3 pm
SEA Interview Seminar
Class Officer Elections
Senior Chapels
Baseball at Chgo State U - 3 pm
Softball - here - Millikin U - 3 pm
Senior Class Variety Show
Nazarene Student Leadership Conference
ONC Concert Band - Kresge - 7:30 pm
Junior'Class - only Picnic & Late Activity
TWIRP Weekend (WRA)
Social Committee- Yard Sale
Track at Elmhurst College -11 am
Men’s Tennis • here - Judson College
11 am
Men’s Tennis - here - Northeastern Univ
3 pm
Baseball - here - Taylor U - noon
Sophomore Class - Fun Fair
Band Banquet
Vikings Banquet
Junior Class Sponsored Film
Orpheus at College Church • 6 pm
Open House - Parrott Hall - 7:30-9 pm
Kappa Delta PI Film - “Why Can’t I
Learn?” - Reed, 4:15 pm

Serving the
Best Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Your hosts Gus & Bill

VALLEY

Spiritual
Life

Restaurant
5 9 7 S. K en n ed y - B radley - 93 5-2 3 5 0

“Look into
Prayer Band, Tues and Thurs 6:15

OPEN 5 a.m.-12 midnight / Frl & Sat 24 hours .

KM

10% DISCOUNT with Student ID

